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Monterey can be categorized as one of the most attractive 

and compelling regions on the California Coast. It not 

only has a captivating backstory but also thrives from 

its diverse mix of different climates and ecosystems. 

From pine forested hillsides to ninety-nine miles of 

coastline, Monterey does not lack in natural beauty. 

A modern, ORGANIC design language is implemented 

throughout the guestrooms and corridors, offering the guest 

a sense of SANCTUARY. Naturally inspired elements of 

modern Monterey Revival architecture create a foundation 

upon which to introduce earth and wood tones blended 

with accent colors and materials to specific focal elements 

that are FAMILIAR to California’s Central Coast region. 

NATURAL

WARM

BOLD



Unwind (v.) : 

unroll. to free from or 

as if from a binding or 

wrapping. to release 

from tension : relax.

Entertain (v.) : 

to hold the attention 

of pleasantly or 

agreeably; divert; 

amuse. to have as a 

guest; provide food, 

lodging, etc., for; show 

hospitality to.

Sanctuary (n.) : 

a place of refuge or 

rest, a place where you 

can feel at peace : the 

protection from danger 

or a difficult situation 

that is provided by a 

safe place : a nature 

reserve.

Calmness (n.) : 

the state or quality 

of being free from 

agitation or strong 

emotion : being in 

a state of serenity, 

tranquillity, or peace.

Warmth (n.) : 

the sensation of 

moderate heat. 

liveliness of feelings, 

emotions, or 

sympathies; ardor or 

fervor; enthusiasm or 

zeal.
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EXISTING PHOTOS : MODEL ROOM #142



FLOOR PLAN
KEY ELEMENTS:

1. entry

2. living room

3. nook

4. dining/kitchen

5. guestroom

6. guest bath

7. balcony
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* indicates a brand standard selection 

LIVING AREA : FF&E AND MATERIALS

artwork @ sofa

floor lampsectional sleeper sofa concept fabric @ sleeper sofa

pillow fabric @ sofa

coffee table concept

detail @ sofa

pillow fabric @ sofa

typical wall paint

*wood finish @ 
seating

vinyl wall baseside table @ sofa 

swivel chair

vinyl @ swivel
chair

table lamp

side table @ 
swivel chairs & 
nook lounge chairs

wood finish @ coffee & 
side tables

entry light



* indicates a brand standard selection 

LIVING AREA CONT’D : FF&E AND MATERIALS

lounge chair @ living area & nook

fabric @ nook chair

tv console concept

pendant @ 
nook

front detail @ console

wood finish @ 
console

paint finish @ 
console

typical decorative drapery

wood finish @ 
lounge chairs

fabric @ living 
area chair

vinyl @ nook chair 
arm detail

vinyl @ living area 
chair arm detail

*typical carpet

inset rug @ seating area

faux wood 
soffit

typical blackout drapery

pillow fabric @ chair



LIVING ROOM : ELEVATION



MATERIAL BOARD : LIVING AREA

1

1. TYPICAL WALL PAINT
2. FABRIC @ SECTIONAL 
3. TYPICAL WOOD FINISH @ SEATING
4. PILLOW FABRIC @ SECTIONAL
5. PILLOW FABRIC @ SECTIONAL
6. PILLOW FABRIC @ LOUNGE CHAIR
7. FABRIC @ LOUNGE CHAIR
8. VINYL @ SWIVEL CHAIR & LOUNGE CHAIR 
STRAP
9. WOOD FINISH @ COFFEE & SIDE TABLE
10. FABRIC @ NOOK LOUNGE CHAIR
11. TYPICAL DECORATIVE DRAPERY FABRIC
12. TYPICAL BLACKOUT DRAPERY FABRIC
13. BROADLOOM CARPET 
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* indicates a brand standard selection 

DINING/KITCHEN : FF&E & MATERIALS

pendants @ dining table

wall art concept

dining table conceptcabinet hardware

elevations @ kitchen cabinets

backsplash tile 
(option 1)

backsplash tile 
(option 2)

vinyl @ dining chair

*tile flooring

dining chairwood finish @ shelving & valance

kitchen faucet

typical wall paint

decorative drapery @ 
doors



MATERIAL BOARD : DINING/KITCHEN
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1. TYPICAL WALL PAINT
2. WOOD FINISH @ SHELVING & VALANCE
3. ACCENT WALL TILE
4. QUARTZ COUNTERTOP
5. HARDWARE FINISH
6. VINYL @ DINING CHAIR
7. WOOD FINISH @ DINING CHAIR
8. CABINET PAINT FINISH
9. PORCELAIN TILE FLOORING
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GUESTROOM : FF&E AND MATERIALS

*desk lamp

*typical wood finish
armoire concept

* indicates a brand standard selection 

*desk/bench combo - modified

*metal finish @ desk*laminate finish @ 
desk top & armoire

vinyl @ luggage bench vinyl @ task chair 

cabinet hardware

*typical carpet

artwork @ desk

typical wall paint vinyl wall base

*task chairvinyl @ task chair seat



GUESTROOM CONT’D : FF&E AND MATERIALS
* indicates a brand standard selection 

headboard wall concept

*lounge chair

fabric @ lounge chair

*side table

artwork concept @ headboard wall

pillow fabric @ chair

*floor lamp

wall sconce @ headboard

typical decorative drapery

*typical carpet

*typical wood finish

*headboard wall - modified

blackout drapery fabric

paint finish @
wainscoting

fabric @ lounge chair 
outside back



MATERIAL BOARD : GUESTROOM

1

1. BROADLOOM CARPET
2. BLACKOUT DRAPERY FABRIC
3. DECORATIVE DRAPERY FABRIC
4. PAINT @ WAINSCOTING
5. TYPICAL WALL PAINT
6. TYPICAL WOOD FINISH
7. VINYL @ LOUNGE CHAIR OUTSIDE BACK
8. FABRIC @ LOUNGE CHAIR SEAT
9. VINYL @ TASK CHAIR
10. VINYL @ TASK CHAIR SEAT
11. VINYL @ BENCH
12. TYPICAL METAL FINISH
13. TYPICAL LAMINATE FINISH
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* indicates a brand standard selection 

GUESTROOM : ELEVATIONS

elevation @ headboard wall

elevation @ desk wall



* indicates a brand standard selection 

GUEST BATH : FF&E AND MATERIALS

typical wall paint

accent tile @ shower side walls

front edge detail @ vanity

*wood finish @ vanity

*metal finish @ vanity

elevation @ vanity wall

*quartz countertop

*tile flooring

vinyl wall base

vanity faucet
artwork @ entry

artwork @ toilet wall

barn door & 
hardware concept



MATERIAL BOARD : GUEST BATH

1. TYPICAL WALL PAINT
2. WOOD FINISH @ VANITY
3. TYPICAL METAL FINISH
4. QUARTZ COUNTERTOP
5. ACCENT TILE @ SHOWER SIDE WALLS
6. PORCELAIN TILE FLOORING
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* indicates a brand standard selection 

BALCONY : FF&E AND MATERIALS 

lounge chair (option 2)

existing concrete floor

pendant

side table

lounge chair (option 1)

fabric @ lounge chair 
(option 2)



THANK YOU


